Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
A partial differential equation elaborate a relation between an unknown function and its partial derivatives. We separate the family of linear equations for functions in two independent variables into three distinct types: parabolic (e.g., the heat equation), hyperbolic (e.g., the wave equation) and elliptic equations (e.g., the Laplace equation where, is the period and In this case satisfies the periodicity problem.
4.Finite Difference Formulation:
We consider the following boundary value problems with boundary conditions v . Where and are constants. Where and , and and Now using simple determination of the product of matrix and for parallel computing. We can expressed as terms recurrence relations.
III.COMPARATIVE RESULT WITH NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
We are using the non singular problem with B.C. for computational calculation. We have also exact solution of the problems which are using comparison. In all cases, we have considered .Considered only 3-inner iteration for comparing the Newton Age iteration method with the corresponding Newton SOR iteration method.It is observed that the New Age method is quite effective in approximation the closed form solution of B.V.P.
Problem6.1: Non-Linear singular problem
With the boundary conditions, , The exact solution is given by u . The root mean square (RMS) errors between Newton-AGE and Newton-SOR methods are tabulated in Table-1 . Sol:
. Table-1 
